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Industrial Product Range

Ultrasonic serial units

Modular ultrasonic cleaning lines

Special custom-made ultrasonic cleaning lines

Cleaning chemicals
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Highly specialized and yet innovative 
in multiple ways – this is Elma, a com-
pany which has successfully been on 
the market with their ultrasonic tech-
nology for more than 50 years now. 
Elma started in 1948 with only 2 peo-
ple who had an idea for a totally new 
watch cleaning machine. They kept 
looking for the perfect cleaning tech-
nology which eventually led them to 
try ultrasound.

Constant research and permanent 
technical improvement of the products 
in the ultrasonic and process technolo-
gy department have always been the 
core competence of the company. The 
product range contains a large number 
of serial units, modular cleaning lines 
and special custom-made cleaning 
installations. Cleaning chemicals, de-
veloped, tested and produced in our 
own chemical laboratory round off the 
ELMA product range and help to solve 
even the most difficult cleaning jobs in 
various business sectors.

ELMA are exporters of customized 
state-of-the-art technology into more 
than 70 countries all over the world, 
distributing their products to watchma-
kers and jewellers, to dental and re-
search laboratories, to companies in 
the medical and optics sector and to 
industrial businesses.

You can find ELMA products on more 
than 100 international trade shows. 
Numerous distributors around the 
world recommend the ELMA technolo-
gy to their customers and rely on the 
ELMA quality standard „Made in Ger-
many“.

There is a staff of more than 200 peo-
ple working in the research and pro-
duction departments at three company 
sites in Singen in the South of Germa-
ny.

With ELMA, quality and service enjoy 
top priority! In addition to the main 
business with ultrasonic technology, 
we have been highly competent as a 
partner for watchmakers and jewellers, 
looking back on a long tradition in this 
sector. There are special machines for 
all purposes around the valuable wat-
ches and jewellery: for manufacturing, 
for testing, for servicing and for clea-
ning, and the ELMA engineers are con-
stantly working on the development 
and design of new machines.

The Elma Management

Elma service: with experience and 
commitment for our customers

Wolfgang Kiesewetter, Manfred H. Schmidbauer 
and Dr. Ing. Andreas Klinkenberg

Editorial
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ELMA is your competent partner for all 
fine cleaning tasks, especially for lea-
ding companies in the precision optics 
industry, the electronics and semicon-
ductor production, in the medical field, 
in the manufacture of precision metal 
parts, for the automobile industry, the 
nuclear energy sector, or for companies 
in the communication technology or 
environment and aviation technology 
sectors. Elma designs special cleaning 
installations and offers a complete cu-
stomer service including a 24 hour ser-
vice hotline.

The process laboratory
Our own process laboratory is an im-
portant interface between Elma and 
our customers. Our process laboratory 
engineers cooperate with our custo-
mers to design the perfect solution 
for each and every cleaning job. This is 
the basis on which the cleaning line is 
arranged so that the customer will be 
offered a complete and round solution. 
Through this cooperation it is possible 
to test and apply new technologies very 
successfully. Following this procedure, 
we can also systematically test and im-
prove other fine cleaning methods, e.g. 
for the surface treatment before nano-
technological applications.

Service and sales

Your contact:

Michael Schnaufer
Optics/Solar Engineering
+49 (0)7731/882 115
optik@elma-ultrasonic.com

Karl-Heinz Schoch
Industry/Laboratory
+49 (0)7731/882 237
labor@elma-ultrasonic.com

Berthold Relling
Industry/Medical Engineering
+49 (0)7731/882 166
industrie@elma-ultrasonic.com

Elma GmbH & Co. KG
Kolpingstr. 1-7
D-78224 Singen
Phone  +49(0)77 31/882-0
Fax  +49(0)77 31/882-266
info@elma-ultrasonic.com
www.elma-ultrasonic.com
Hotline: +49(0)7731/882-000
support@elma-ultrasonic.com

Michael Schnaufer
Optics/Solar Engineering

Berthold Relling
Industry/Medical Engineering

Karl-Heinz Schoch
Industry/Laboratory
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Ultrasound reduces the cleaning 
period by up to 90%!

Ultrasound is the term used for vibra-
tions that cannot be perceived by the 
human ear (>20 kHz). For cleaning, vi-
brations between 20 and 130 kHz are 
applied. Transducer elements mounted 
to the bottom of a cleaning tank trans-
mit high and low pressure waves into 
the liquid. At a certain level of vibra-
tions the compound structure of the li-
quid tears and vacuum bubbles of sizes 
in the nano range are created. These 

bubbles implode 
close to the sur-
faces of immersed 
cleaning items 
thereby directing 
a pressure jet to-
ward surfaces 

of the cleaning items. This process is 
called cavitation. It removes dirt parti-
cles both gently and thoroughly from 
all parts that are completely immersed, 
even from the tiniest grooves or bore 
holes. In particular, cleaning items of 

complicated geo-
metric shape and 
hollow parts are 
cleaned, which is 
where cleaning 
jets or manual 

cleaning methods fail.

Ultrasonic technology

Cleaning with ultrasound – 
today one of the best cleaning technologies: 
ecological, economical, intensive and gentle

Multi-frequency technology

The development of multi-frequency 
units by Elma is a masterpiece of tech-
nical engineering. Multi-frequency  units 
are fitted with a single transducer system 
that can produce two different ultraso-
nic frequencies. So two different materi-
als can be cleaned in the same cleaning 
tank: sensitive surfaces can be treated 
with high frequencies, and robust pieces 
can be cleaned with low frequencies.

Only the right cleaning procedure 
yields a perfect result

Elma researches and develops the op-
timized cleaning procedure in their 
own application laboratory. Each new 
cleaning problem is regarded as a chal-
lenge which is generally addressed in 
cooperation with the customer.

The technical 
equipment provi-
ded in the Elma 
application labo-
ratory is of the 
highest standard 
and includes the latest cleaning tech-
nologies for ultrasonic, spray and 
steam jet cleaning, for rinsing and for 
drying. Even clean room conditions can 
be simulated.

Finding a soluti-
on for a difficult 
cleaning problem 
satisfies the cu-
stomer and proves 
the high quality of 

Elma technology and Elma service to 
him.

The cleaning chemicals are formula-
ted and produced individually for each 
cleaning task, so quite often a new 
cleaning problem leads to the produc-
tion and distribution of a new cleaning 
product.

Each year, Elma 
carries out nu-
merous cleaning 
tests ranging from 
simple processes 
to highly complex 
cleaning arran-
gements, which 
provide solutions 
with serial units 
or which generate 
new processes 
for the Elma cleaning lines. The clea-
ning problem is always the core issue, 
and the Elma customers appreciate the 
commitment with which it is solved.
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All from one source
From table-top unit to custom-
made robot installation

The product programme ranging from 
individual units via modular add-on 
cleaning lines to custom-made special 
industrial cleaning installations provi-
des the perfect solution for each fine 
cleaning problem at an excellent price 
performance ratio.

Elma has its own chemical laboratory 
to test and establish high-quality clea-
ning processes. The advantages: pro-
cess, chemicals, units, cleaning techno-
logy and service – all from one source 
made by Elma.

Elmasonic S
Ultrasonic table-top units with 
state-of-the-art technology

Practical accessoriesElmasonic S 60 and S 60 H            Ultrasonic table-top unit       

Ultrasonic serial units

Custom-made installations

unit sizes from 0.8 to 90 litre

The advantages at a glance
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X-tra Table-top units
For tough applications

jobs, with welded tanks of 3 to 14 
litre

cavitation-proof and surface rein-
forced stainless steel (3 years long 
term guarantee)

-
cer systems

-
ting periods

sound field oscillation, Sweep

intensive cleaning, and Softclean for 
gentle cleaning

Ultrasonic industrial units

Elmasonic X-tra LSM
For cleaning in flammable and 
aqueous liquids

kHz

the forming of explosive atmos-
pheres (primary explosion protec-
tion)

surveillance certificate) for the use of 
solvents

above 55 °C possible

to cooling device for a constant 
operating temperature

optional edge suction device

sound

steel structure

equipment possible

Elma stationary units
Ultrasonic cleaning units with large 
dimensions and high power 
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Ultrasonic industrial units

Which unit fits my cleaning task?

Elma provides the perfect solution for 
any cleaning problem. In industrial pro-
duction processes a multitude of parts of 
most differing geometries, sizes, quanti-
ties and types of contamination need to 
be cleaned.

A crucial factor for the cleaning result is 
the subsequent process. Will the cleaned 
items be further processed, e.g. by coa-
ting? Or do they undergo final cleaning?

Elma offers various ultrasonic units com-
plete with cleaning concentrates that 
are specially designed for industrial clea-
ning purposes.

Elmasonic X-tra basic Elmasonic X-tra pro Elmasonic X-tra Line pro Flex 1 and 2

Ultrasonic units:

6 different unit sizes from 30 to 250 litre, multi-
frequency technology for fine and coarse cleaning 
(25 kHz and 35 kHz)

5 different unit sizes from 25 to 150 litre in two 
multi-frequency versions (35/130 kHz and 25/45 
kHz)

5 different unit sizes from 25 to 150 litre in two 
multi-frequency versions (35/130 kHz and 25/45 
kHz), including support frame and carrier basket 
oscillation; expandable by rinsing station; available 
as single unit mounted on frame or as combined 
ultrasonic unit with rinsing tank

Cleaning items:

Cleaning of small items and machinery componen-
ts, casting moulds etc. during and after production

Small items, machinery components, bulk goods 
(in rotating basket), intermediary and final cleaning

Small items, machinery components, bulk goods 
(in rotating basket), intermediary and final clea-
ning; service cleaning; restoration of parts after 
a fire

Contaminations:

Fat and grease, oil, wax, adhering processing resi-
dues that can be removed by emulsifying cleaners 
(no oil separating device)

Fat and grease, oil, wax, processing residues; oil 
separation, discharge of particles, bottom scouring 
allow the connection of bath care devices which 
in turn allow the use of demulsifying cleaners; also 
suitable for large quantities of oil

Cleaning media:

Emulsifying cleaners (oil absorbing) Demulsifying (oil separating) and emulsifying (oil 
absorbing) cleaners

Demulsifying (oil separating) and emulsifying (oil 
absorbing) cleaners

Recommendation:

The different tank sizes make the units suitable for 
use in production, maintenance, workshops and 
service from the metal-working up to the jewellery 
industries, for every cleaning job that requires the 
removal of particles rather than oil

The different tank sizes make the units suitable for 
use in production, maintenance, workshops and 
service; ideal for the removal of large quantities of 
contamination; good for all cleaning jobs requiring 
numerous functions; the two multi-frequency 
pairs allow fine cleaning and coarse cleaning plus 

The different tank sizes make the units suitable 
for use in production, maintenance, workshops 
and service; the two multi-frequency pairs allow 
fine cleaning and coarse cleaning plus cleaning by 

equipped with an oscillation device (better removal 
of contaminations); a rinsing tank can be arranged 
beside the ultrasonic unit; ideal for a manual 
workstation

Oil, fat, grease:       + + + 
Polishing pastes:     + + + + +
Chips:                     + + +

Oil, fat, grease:      + + + + +
Polishing pastes:   + + + + +
Chips:                   + + + +
Bulk goods:           + + + +
Peripheral equipment possible, e.g. oil separator, 
filter-pump aggregates

Oil, fat, grease:      + + + + +
Polishing pastes:    + + + + +
Chips:                   + + + +
Bulk goods:           + + + +
Peripheral equipment possible, e.g. oil separator, 
filter-pump aggregates, additional oscillation and 
rinsing tank
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Ultrasonic stationary units

Elmasonic X-tra basic

This series of ultrasonic cleaning units 
with 6 different unit sizes is intended 
for tough application in production, 
workshop and service.

Quality that pays: high cleaning 
power with minimum wear 
The stainless-steel casing and the du-
rable transducer tank have been de-
signed for permanent operation. We 
grant a warranty period of 3 years for 
the special resistant stainless steel, pro-
vided the unit is operated in one-shift 
mode and according to the Operating 
Instructions.

High-performance ultrasound, er-
gonomic operation and easy hand-
ling: the ultrasonic cleaning units 
for workshop and production
Numerous features make operating 
the units easy and efficient at the same 
time.
All units are mounted on rollers and 
can be moved to various places in pro-
duction sites and workshops. The er-
gonomically arranged operating panel 
allows monitoring and controlling of 
all ultrasonic parameters, such as time 
and heating pre-selections, frequen-
cy, Sweep and Pulse. In particular, the 
Pulse mode for a short-term power in-
crease to remove tenacious adhering 
contaminations make the units univer-
sally applicable. The Sweep mode for a 
uniform sound field distribution is inte-
grated and runs permanently.

Only ease of maintenance guaran-
tees long-lived and uncomplicated 
operation
We have put great value to the deve-
lopment of easy-to-maintain equip-
ment.
The units can be opened at the front. 
Operating panel and generator are 
combined in one piece and can be ex-
changed quickly and easily. The “intel-

to the installed transducer elements. 
So, prolonged service breaks and idle 
phases are avoided

Elmasonic X-tra basic
Ultrasonic cleaning units designed as stationary units, available in  
6 different tank sizes and equipped with multi-frequency technology 
25/45 kHz
  25 kHz for the coarse removal of lapping and polishing media
  45 kHz for the removal of oil and grease

  ideal for hard metal and glass surfaces

45 kHz in one unit for coarse cleaning 
jobs and for fine cleaning before sur-
face processing

operate, clearly arranged, splash-water 
proof

throughout the bath

cleaning applications

protection cover or stainless-steel cover

coarse contamination particles
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coarse and fine cleaning jobs

distribution

cleaning liquid

(filter-pump aggregate, oil separator, 
pure water unit, hand shower device, 
etc.)

X-tra Line Flex 1 and 2Elmasonic X-tra pro

and 150 litre bath capacity, 2 multi-
frequency pairs: 25/45 kHz or 35/130 
kHz

coarse and final cleaning purposes
-

toring of all parameters; 5 individual 
programmes can be stored, connec-
table via BUS system

of the cleaning power

cleaning baths
-

ming, connection of bottom scouring 
device and filter-pump aggregate 
possible

-
proved rinsing effect

Elmasonic X-tra pro 
with rinsing station

The easily pluggable rinsing station 
allows pre-cleaning by hand shower, 
subsequent ultrasonic fine cleaning 
and follow-up rinsing.

complete module for pre-cleaning 
and follow-up rinsing before and af-
ter the intensive ultrasonic cleaning 
– perfect for workshops and decen-
tralized workstations
can be operated with tap water or DI 
water, depending on the rinsing re-
quirements
no dilution of the cleaning bath due 
to separate rinsing water discharge
optionally available on support frame 
and with oscillation device to assist 
the ultrasonic bath
stainless-steel casing and special 
stainless-steel transducer tank

Elmasonic X-tra pro
Ultrasonic cleaning units in 5  
different tank sizes, applicable as

single unit
Flex manual workstation
basic unit for modular X-tra line 
cleaning lines

Set temperature/
heating on, off

US frequency/
US power

Cleaning time/
US on, off

Standby Soft keys US modes

Modular ultrasonic cleaning lines
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Elmasonic X-tra line pro
Individual solutions with Elma series components,
from manual up to fully automatic cleaning lines
 

temperature monitoring, Lift-Out, filter-pump unit, oil separator, etc.)

Modular ultrasonic cleaning lines
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Elmasonic X-tra line precision
Multi-frequency cleaning line for 
fine cleaning applications before 
inspection and coating in the 
optical industry

-
on 550

kHz or 35/130 kHz

electro-polished surfaces and spe-
cially designed piping to optimize 
the draining of liquid residues and to 
prevent entrainment

Ultrasonic cleaning before coating

cleaning tasks
 –  hot air dryer with special particle 
  filter
 –  IR dryer

  cleaning under clean room 
  conditions

-
ged requirements

visualization to control and monitor 
the process

control

Safe, IR welded pipingInfrared or hot air dryerTanks with rounded corners,
electro-polished surfaces
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Elma STC robot system
Single transport system – standardized cleaning system 
for large throughput rates and high cleaning demands

Elma MTC Lift-Push system
Multiple transport system – fully automatic standard 
systems in various sizes for cleaning jobs requiring a 
high throughput

 
performance ratio

ultrasound)
 

IR dryer)

tank, etc.)
 

oil separators, pure water units)

control and remote maintenance possible, datalogger

integrated operating instructions

 
production quality (datalogger)

Transport robot and Lift-Push ultrasonic cleaning lines

Ultrasonic cleaning lines composed of modular components
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Specialized ultrasonic cleaning lines

The experienced Elma staff in production and service can 
look back on many years of designing and constructing spe-
cialized cleaning lines.

Cleaning of individual parts

Cleaning in batch operating mode

Custom-made
cleaning lines
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Dryers WLT, VTD, IR 
Hot air dryer, vacuum dryer, 
infrared dryer

Oil separators
ÖA100 and ÖA200

 
temperature

temperature monitor

stainless steel

Peripheral equipment

Elmapur

 
constant cleaning results

and energy

Water processing units for the creation 
of DI water, re-osmosis water or pure 
water for recirculation systems in 
various sizes between 100 – 2400 l/h.

Water processing units
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Ronald Bauer
Product Manager Industrial Dept./Laboratory

Elma quality – excellent cleaning results 
and perfect service

Individual arrangement

Elma performance 
ultrasound
Immersion transducers and trans-
ducer plates, multi-frequency 
generators

Elmasteam
Modular steam jet cleaners

various modes of mounting
 

(25/45 kHz) and MF3  
(35/130 kHz)

 
generators

operation
 

operation without breaks

 –  pre-cleaning
 –  steam cleaning
 –  cleaning of sensitive surfaces
 –  removal of soft and tenacious sticky  

 contaminations, oil, polishing pastes
 –  removal of residues of adhesives

items to allow longer service periods of a 
cleaning bath

Pump-filter aggregates
FP250 A / B / C

 
prolonged service period of  
cleaning baths

waste water quantities and low 
energy consumption
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Elma Clean 
100/200 series
For the metal-working industry and 
for the cleaning of components

Elma-KS: corrosion protection

Elma Tec Clean
Broad range of applications in the 
industrial cleaning

Cleaning chemicals

EC 300 series
Elma cleaners for the optical 
industry and the glass processing 
industry

Dr. Christoph Jung
Head of chemical process laboratory

Application laboratory Production of chemicals

Elma Tec Clean
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Elma Clean
Cleaning concentrates developed 
and made by Elma

Elma, manufacturer of ultrasonic se-
rial units and cleaning lines, develops 

chemicals for industry and craft.

The application of ultrasound allows 
the economical use of cleaning che-
micals. Generally, the chemicals are 
distributed as concentrates.

The combination of physical cleaning 
effect (ultrasound and temperature) 
with bio-degradable cleaning che-
micals makes for an environment-
friendly solution.

All cleaning chemicals have been 
formulated for specific industrial 
cleaning tasks, enhance the ultraso-
nic cavitation and can be discharged 
without problems after use. All Elma 
chemical products are listed with the 
German Federal Environment Agency.


